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the game has two ng+.the 2nd ng+ is completely uneeded. it gives you an item that lets you choose artstyle and something to unlock all scenes if you
missed one, but nothing else new happens. ng+ at least has more things to collect and you can pick the other artstyle for h scenes. there is a lot of missing
potential in the post game and new game systems as they are. golden edition added a few quests, which do close up a few events, but in general the end
game still feels very empty compared to the previous game. goatess mansion treasure v.0.0-goatess mansion is a creepy and chaotic fantastical mansion.
you are the notorious and unknown item thief finder, but you failed to find any treasure. now you have to face the man who is lost in the mansion and bring

the intruder back to civilization. there is not going to be any big boss battles, there is only going to be a single hp. these are from the knowledge file, and are
all compatible with level 70 mods. they are also in the right place ( i reset the game every time i made a new save so they dont get on top of each other) and

the level is set so you only gain in experience up to level 70, so you should be able to build a level 76 mod on this file. if you do and it isnt there for you its
just because of the two empty slots in the knowledge file not containing anything. the pets save has been set for you to be able to take a pet, but its unlikely
you will get any. always look at your knowledge file, and see if it has a modded pet or armor there. there are also some tips posted in the thread. there is also
a metal mod that has been posted in the thread that works best with some of the armor. note: this save is missing a building, and a queen promo (for being

unlocked), so you will need to enter the bordercamp via the free file found here:
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if you like pregnancy, there is
some in this game. two hscenes

focus on impregnation or
birthing, and you can have the
royals(the three main heroines)
give birth to your non human

children whenever you like once
you beat the game,

accompanied by some cg. i dont
care that much for this, but it is
there for the people who asked
for it. these have a miniscene
attached in the golden edition
the latest news about queen
opala. queen opala is getting
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ready for her royal wedding to..
but this isnt all. there are plans

to make a full length game
which is in development for xbox

one, xbox 360, ps3 and pc. im
looking for help, as i have very
little knowledge in coding. the

legend of queen opala is a game
i made (with the help of

shiftypowers), and i've just
uploaded it to nexus mods. it's a

rpg-like game, made in rpg
maker xp, and it follows a similar

theme to shifty's game queen
opala's legend. however, this

game is focused on queen opala
and her sister osira, their mother

farah, and their two oldest
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children. the legend of queen
opala is a game i made (with the

help of shiftypowers), and i've
just uploaded it to nexus mods.
it's a rpg-like game, made in rpg
maker xp, and it follows a similar

theme to shifty's game queen
opala's legend. however, this

game is focused on queen opala
and her sister osira, their mother

farah, and their two oldest
children. originally, i planned to

make 4 separate games, but i've
decided to put them all in one
package. this game focuses on
queen opala, and her evil sister
osira, their mother farah, and
their two oldest children. you
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play as jack, who came to egypt
to see/sleep with the beautiful

queen. through a series of
events you get pregnant with

her unborn child, and as a result,
you are then placed on a route
select question: stay good or

stay bad. the good route leads to
a royal birth, which is cut short
however, when osira kills the
queen's mother. this turns the
game into a good vs evil clash

with the evil sister of the queen
being a partner in crime.
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